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The Webkit Tangible User Interface: 

A Case Study of
Iterative Prototyping 

M
ark Weiser envisioned tech-
nologies that weave themselves
into the fabric of everyday life
such that they disappear.1

Although disappearing is due
partly to miniaturization and clever manipula-
tion of the technological artifacts themselves,
more than physical size and the hiding of tech-
nology is at stake. We must integrate technology
into the social fabric of everyday life to ensure its

appropriateness in everyday
activities. So, we must design
with regard to not only the form
factor and other traditional
HCI concerns but also our pro-
totype’s social consequences. In
situ iterative prototyping is crit-
ical to achieving these ends. 

Here we describe our 18-
month iterative-design program
to create Webkit, a tangible user
interface (TUI) to help school
children learn argumentation
skills—an English National Cur-
riculum requirement. The goal

was to have Webkit disappear into the environ-
ment such that the teachers and students remained
focused on the learning activity. However, the
school children wouldn’t be allowed to evaluate
our prototypes unless we showed that the class-
room time allocated to our research simultane-

ously helped teach the curriculum. To achieve this,
we developed a form of user-centered design
called curriculum-focused design.2 When we used
CFD, the curriculum and student needs motivated
not just the final technology but also our design
process.

Although the specifics of the educational set-
ting might not be universally applicable, our strat-
egy offers a case study of design practice. Fre-
quently evaluating prototypes that increase in
technological complexity, and conducting these
evaluations in the environment in which the tech-
nology will ultimately be used, lets you effectively
address contextual factors.

The Webkit project
Webkit was part of a project funded to explore

how to use RFID technology to apply TUIs to the
World Wide Web. Our technical objective was to
explore TUIs’ potential in a classroom of children
aged 11 to 13 (years seven and eight in the Eng-
lish state school system) to enhance student inter-
action with the Web. 

Researchers have discussed at length TUIs’
potential as a rich, expressive means of input and
have pointed out that TUIs lend themselves nat-
urally to collaborative activities.3 (Also see the
“Related Work” sidebar.) However, we were cau-
tious in our approach, because some HCI
research in educational settings has indicated that
collaborative technologies can be gratuitous or
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unhelpful for educational purposes.4–6

We therefore wished to apply principles
of learner-centered design to focus on
educational benefits for the student.7

Furthermore, the constraints of the
English National Curriculum meant we
couldn’t apply established prototyping
methods such as Allison Druin’s coop-
erative inquiry.8 Druin followed a par-
ticipatory design philosophy that ele-
vates children to the role of full-fledged
members of the design team. The chil-
dren engage in contextual inquiry with
other students and participate actively
in prototype creation. In our more con-
strained and targeted context, the pro-
totypes we tested in classrooms couldn’t
fail in such a way that they disrupted or
derailed the lesson.

So, we conducted much of our work
using reliable but low-tech prototypes,
which had several advantages. Most
important, this let us rapidly produce
and test a variety of prototypes. So, we
gained a better understanding of desir-
able interactions before considering how
RFID technology could augment and
support the activities. 

We took advantage of having a former
assistant head teacher with 10 years of
experience as part of the research team.

The teacher acted as a facilitator, so we
maintained the traditional power
dynamic of the classroom while the stu-
dents participated in the design process.
We thus avoided some of the social awk-
wardness Druin claimed was produced
by the egalitarian nature of her inter-
generational design teams. 

We invited the students to give writ-
ten feedback using questionnaires and
verbal feedback in sessions. The ques-
tionnaires asked the students about their
interaction with the technology—what
they liked and disliked—and let them
express their opinions without any social
pressures. We then used the students’
feedback in the next iteration, along with
the facilitator’s opinion of how well we
achieved the lesson objectives and the
other researchers’ observations of the
students’ reactions to the interface. 

Over the course of the project, we pro-
duced 11 distinct prototypes. To ensure
our educational goals were in concert
with the teachers’ goals, we began by
developing a series of “no technology”
prototypes. The CFD approach let us
gain progressive feedback as we gradu-
ally introduced technology, beginning
with printed Web pages, then Wizard of
Oz style mock-ups, and finally fully

robust technologies using RFID. (With
the Wizard of Oz approach, a human
carries out the processing and generates
the interactions that the computer will
eventually perform.) Iteratively evolving
the design over a series of prototypes let
us explore the minutiae of interaction
possibilities and arrive at a form factor
and functionalities for the design that
achieved the teacher’s educational goals.

Initial prototypes: 
Iterations 1 through 4

Our research began with an observa-
tion phase that involved minimal class-
room intervention. An observer spent
three weeks recording the students’ nor-
mal school activities and interviewing
teachers to identify which parts of the
curriculum would benefit most from
enhanced physical objects. 

We also observed school children vis-
iting the Science Museum in London,
where they interact with a wider variety
of tangible educational materials—some
technically sophisticated, some low tech.
Of particular interest was the Launch
Pad, a basement area that contained
numerous low-tech, hands-on demon-
strations of physical and engineering
concepts. One of the most popular was
a grain pit where children could move
grain around using grasping crane buck-
ets, hand-turned conveyor belts, and an
Archimedes screw. This room exhibited
a higher level of engagement and excite-
ment than those containing flat-panel
computer displays.

Iteration 1: 
3D conceptual prototypes 

Our ethnographic study identified var-
ious physical objects that we could
enhance physically and electronically to
structure and check logical arguments.
We developed these through conceptual-
design workshops, constructing many
exploratory 3D sketches from craft
materials (see figure 1a).
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T here’s much interest in designing tangible user interfaces for children.1,2 Oren Zucker-

man, Saeed Arida, and Mitchel Resnick have used TUIs to teach abstract thinking skills

to children, but they don’t focus on argumentation skills. Their research presents two

completed prototypes and the results from their qualitative studies, with little insight into the

design process that allowed them to arrive at their design. Diana Africano and her colleagues

have used our curriculum-focused design method, but they focus on their final design and

evaluation, again with little insight into the design process. So, our work is novel as a case

study of iterative TUI creation as an example of how to perform curriculum-focused design.
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Iteration 2: Paper prototype
To determine how children would

research and construct a persuasive
argument from Web resources, we ran
a paper-only trial. We gave a small group
of year-seven children, supervised by our
researcher/teacher, Web page printouts
relevant to a topic from their history
class. We asked the students to use this
information to construct a convincing
argument.

The classroom observer recorded three
one-hour sessions on video, which the
entire design team later analyzed. In these
sessions, the girls dominated the interac-
tion—this wasn’t surprising given that
girls of this age have more advanced ver-
bal skills than their male counterparts.

On the basis of our observations, we
developed a preliminary model of an
argument formation cycle (see figure 2).
The cycle starts with a long period in
which the students read, evaluate, and
selectively highlight source pages. Then
they group relevant pieces of evidence,
name each group, and structure the argu-
ment. The final stage involves turning the
argument structure into a linear form that
the students can use to deliver a speech
or write an essay.

Our approach was similar to Abigail
Sellen and Richard Harper’s discussion
of the document life cycle.9 Just as they
highlighted parts of the document-cre-
ation life cycle that were best supported
by paper, we hoped to identify parts of
the argument formation cycle that TUIs
could best augment. 

Iterations 3 and 4: Evidence collection
Our first trials of a 3D prototype

focused on the argument formation
cycle’s selection, collection, and label-
ing phases. We gave year-seven children
whiteboards on small stands (see figure
1b) on which to write a group heading
and attach supporting evidence called
statements. We intended to later have
an RFID reader in the stand that could
recognize RFID tags in the documents
so that the system could identify the

logical relationship between statements
and collections of documents.

However, we observed two problem-
atic use patterns:

• The students no longer collaborated
as they had done with the piles of
paper. Instead, each student adopted
one stand, collecting evidence just on
that topic.
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Figure 1. Initial Webkit prototypes: (a)
three conceptual prototypes (iteration 1),
(b) the selection prototype (iteration 3),
and (c) on-the-floor prototypes (iterations
5 and 6).
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Figure 2. Our argument formation cycle,
which we used to identify possible target
areas for digital augmentation.



• The students transcribed evidence onto
the whiteboard rather than attaching
it to the clips. This further prohibited
collaboration and would make the
proposed RFID operation ineffective.

We addressed these issues in iteration
4 with two subtle design changes. We
drastically reduced the writing area on
the board to discourage transcription.
We also ensured there were fewer stands
than students, which encouraged col-
laboration. These nontechnical solutions
were far cheaper to implement at this
stage, before we had developed fully
functional RFID prototypes.

The Tangible User Interface:
Iterations 5 through 11

The paper prototype trials led us to
discard assumptions we had taken from
prior research in computer-supported
collaborative argumentation.10 We orig-
inally expected the TUI to help the stu-
dents understand the logical relations
between points in an argument. How-
ever, the students already understood the
logical implications; it was the argu-
ment’s rhetorical structure that confused
them. For example, they didn’t know
what to do with material found during
their research that didn’t support their
side of the debate. This suggested a dif-
ferent role for the TUI.

The Greek technique of teaching
rhetoric used a series of exercises known
as the progymnasmata.11 These exer-
cises broke down argument construc-
tion into a series of manageable steps to
ensure debaters covered the necessary
ground and used their research as effec-
tively as possible. With help from the
teacher, we updated three of these clas-
sical exercises:

• vituperation—a speech that opposes
a person or idea,

• encomium—a speech that praises a
person or idea, and

• thesis—a balanced argument dealing
with points for and against an idea.

The students performed each exercise
for a certain topic. We divided each exer-
cise into five stages, each of which had a
large card stating what the student
should do—for example, “say something

good about Robin Hood”—during that
stage of the argument. We called these
cards the statement-holders. Students
placed statements containing evidence
found in their research on a suitable cat-
egory to structure their argument. These
statement-holders helped the students
structure their arguments.

Iteration 5: A low-tech prototype
In iteration 4, the students spent too

much time copying down statements
from references. We wanted to encour-
age the students to think about the argu-
ment structure rather than just recall the
material outright. So, our next iteration
focused exclusively on the lesson rather
than the form factor. We let students
record statements online and then print
them, eliminating transcription. 

Although this approach showed
promise, the printed statements and
statement-holders were hard to distin-
guish from a distance and tended to
overlap, presenting a legibility problem.

Iteration 6: A medium-tech 
prototype 

We improved visibility by attaching
the statements printed on a half sheet of
paper to large, brightly colored boxes.
This echoed the compelling, large inter-

actions we saw in the Launch Pad during
the ethnographic study. By iterating on
the form factor, we moved from state-
ment-holders that encouraged isolated
work to ones that were more naturally
collaborative. We were trying to improve
discursive skills, so the students’ discus-
sion while creating their arguments was

vital to the lesson. We also increased the
statement-holders’ size and improved the
contrast by placing the black and white
text on a colored background. Figure 1c
shows the statement-holders flat on the
floor with statement boxes placed on top
of them; unused statements are stacked
against the wall. 

We added a GUI projected onto the
wall to further improve visibility (see fig-
ure 3a). It showed a map of the argu-
ment that duplicated the TUI’s layout
(see figure 3b), and we updated it using
a Wizard of Oz approach whenever a
student arranged the statements. The
students could print the GUI’s argument
map at the lesson’s end, so they could
work on it later or prepare a paper or
speech based on the argument structure. 

This large-scale prototype was highly
engaging, with students enthusiastically
building towers of related statements on
relevant statement-holders. Unfortu-
nately, the individual boxes’ size meant
that an RFID reader couldn’t detect state-
ments higher in the tower. This wasn’t a
problem in our Wizard of Oz simulation,
which sufficiently showed the advantage
of digitally visualizing the argument struc-
ture, but it would be a serious problem in
a final high-tech implementation. Another
problem with the towers was that the
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The paper prototype trials led us to discard

assumptions we had taken from prior research in

computer-supported collaborative

argumentation.



statements chosen first were typically the
most important, but they weren’t as vis-
ible at the bottom of the pile. So, when
students talked through the argument,
they started in reverse order of impor-
tance by starting with the box on top.

Iteration 7: A high-tech prototype
To assess our design decisions’ impli-

cations for technological implementa-
tion, we started building active proto-
types that included RFID tags in the
statement boxes and RFID readers in the
statement-holders. This RFID technol-
ogy didn’t support the “collision detec-
tion” method by which a single reader
can detect multiple ID tags, so we could-
n’t place two different statement boxes
on a statement-holder at the same time.
We redesigned the statement-holders so
that each had a target on which the stu-
dents could place a statement they
wished to register. The students then had
to remove the statement before register-
ing another one, which enforced unnec-
essary turn-taking. This also meant that
the registered statements’ physical
arrangement that had been registered
didn’t reflect the recorded system status.

This change to accommodate a specific
version of the RFID reading technology
disrupted the lesson, as did the perfor-
mance of the prototype reader hardware:
it identified the boxes’ ID tags only about
50 percent of the time. For the first time,
our prototype stalled the lesson, and the
students lost interest in the activity.

The benefits of our multiple low-tech
iterations became clear at this stage.
We had developed and evaluated a
wide range of TUI options that let us
explore desirable interactions in the
educational context with relatively lit-
tle distraction from the limitations of
electronic-prototyping cycles. 

Iterations 8 and 9: Exploring 
form factors 

Our iterative process let us explore
various form factors including whether
the large boxes’ educational value jus-
tified the inconvenience of storing them
and clearing the floor space. So, we cre-
ated 3D design sketches examining
alternative embodiments (iterations 8,
9, and 10). Iteration 8 used statements
on small flags, which students tended to
twirl between their fingers, exacerbat-
ing the visualization problem. Iteration
9 used small boxes with the text dis-
played on three sides. Ultimately, work-
ing with the teachers, we determined
that the boxes were more practical in
the classroom and were similarly engag-
ing. This form factor encouraged stu-
dents to use the boxes like bricks, build-
ing walls with arbitrary order. It was this
problem of arbitrary order we tried to

address in iteration 10, using slotted
statement-holders.

Iteration 10: Near-final, table-top
version

Taking into account our experiences
from the preceding design iterations, we
implemented and evaluated a table-top
version of the application. This iteration
represented our near-final form factor.
The design let students explore evidence
selection, argument construction, and
argument presentation. 

We followed through with our plan to
place an RFID tag in each statement card
and an RFID reader in each stand. Each
statement-holder also contained an induc-
tive circuit that lit up an LED light when-
ever the statement-holder was within an
RFID-reading antenna’s range. This pro-
totype’s RFID technology contained col-
lision-detection software, so the students
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“The orb is the energy being transferred from a source (i.e. powerlines, heat
energy, batteries, people, etc.) to the spirit.” This explains why they are round 
because that is what one would expect http://skepdic.com/orbs.html

Evidence and Backing Up

“Hundreds of thousands of people have had experiences that would be considered 
‘paranormal’. It is unlikely that every one of them is lying or hallucinating”
http://www.hauntednc.com/letmein.html

1.

2.

3.

Introduction

(a)

(c)

(b)

Summary and
Conclusion

Evidence and
Backing Up

Sightings

Trust

Figure 3. Introducing the technology: (a)
a GUI that projected an argument map
onto the wall, (b) a sample argument
map, and (c) detailed argument points
from a lesson on debating the scientific
validity of ghosts. 



could place more than one statement card
on the statement-holder at a time. 

To help the students construct their
arguments, we created statement-hold-
ers using statements produced in earlier
stages of the argument formation cycle.
We printed the statements on labels that
we then attached to RFID-enhanced
cards. The students could place these
cards into the newly designed slots on
the statement-holders. This addressed
the problems encountered with stacked
boxes, because it allowed left-to-right
reading of the statement cards. As we
had seen in previous trials, the most
important statements tended to be put
down first. We now saw the students
arranging the statements so they read
from left to right—putting the most
important statements first so these were
the first cards read when the students
delivered their speeches. 

After placing a card on the statement-
holder, the student received feedback in
the form of a blinking LED, and the GUI
projected the updated argument map on
the wall. If a student wanted to more
closely examine a piece of evidence, he
or she could place the statement on the
magnifying glass reader in the middle of
the table, which would project the cor-
responding Web page on the screen. 

The students constructed their argu-
ments by arranging the statement-card
TUIs, which were then projected on the
display. Furthermore, placing a special
speaker card on the desired statement-
holder triggered the GUI to display con-
tent relating to the specific section of the
argument being presented. The projec-
tion would change from an overall argu-
ment map to a slide with bullet points
for each statement (see figure 3c). These
served as talking points for the student’s
presentation. The student could move
the speaker card from statement-holder
to statement-holder, literally following
his or her line of argument. 

The main issues with this prototype

had to do with the RFID technology’s
performance and the system configura-
tion. Although the RFID readers usually
identified the statement cards placed on
the statement-holders, the statements
sometimes flickered on and off in the
GUI. Furthermore, the individual state-
ment-holders could read only six tags.
The RFID’s performance was sufficiently
poor to distract the students’ attention
from the task of arranging their state-
ments. Once again, introducing the tech-
nology derailed the lesson.

Another problem was configuration.
Each statement the students identified
from the Web pages had to be printed on
a card and associated with an RFID tag—
a laborious task. Also, the transition
between the encomium, vituperation,
and thesis exercises required some clumsy
“scene shifting” as the researchers and
teacher changed the printed labels on the
statement-holder.

Iteration 11: Final prototype 
To improve reliability, we equipped

each argument square with two RFID-
reading antennae. We also used “his-
toricization” for the GUI, so that a tag
that had already been read wasn’t
removed from the GUI display until it
was absent from that argument square
for five seconds. We also increased the
number of statements the statement-
holder could hold.

To ease the burden of configuring
statement cards, we developed software
for a wireless-enabled tablet PC. The stu-
dents selected text from the Web pages,
and the software automatically printed
the statements in business card format
and assigned them RFID tags.

We also redesigned the statement-
holders to exploit tablet PCs as displays
that could prompt the argument stages.
The large projection screen continued to
display the overall argument map,
responding to the speaker tag and the
items placed on the magnifying glass. 

At the same time, we changed how we
ran the trials. Because we wanted to design
both the technology and the accompany-
ing educational material, we had to iter-
ate on the lesson plan. We decided that the
preparatory worked required more time,
so we altered the lesson to give students
more time to read through the recom-
mended pages, research their subject, and
use the selection software to select relevant
quotations. 

Also, earlier trials involved students
with mixed abilities—some were bright
for their age and others had special edu-
cational needs. Evaluating the technol-
ogy with mixed-ability students pre-
sented artificial challenges for analyzing
the prototype’s effectiveness—real class-
room deployment would more likely be
with groups of more similar ability. The
facilitator addressed this in the final set
of trials by having us work with a set of
slightly older children (11 to 12 years
old) who were all at the higher end of
ability for their age group. Our CFD
approach meant we had to not only engi-
neer our classroom technology but also
ensure the academic context around it
was appropriate. 

With this final iteration, the applica-
tion finally began to “disappear.” The
changes in RFID-reading hardware,
combined with the historicization soft-
ware, let the students focus on arrang-
ing their statements. They had little or
no difficulty understanding how to use
the TUIs to arrange and structure their
research. Discussion focused on decid-
ing which statements should go in which
argument stages and on filling in stages
that had few or no statements. Without
prompting, the students searched the
Internet to look for pages that would
plug the holes the TUI had revealed in
their arguments. Furthermore, our pro-
totype and lesson encouraged equal par-
ticipation from all students, overcom-
ing the girls’ tendency to be verbally
precocious.
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I
terative design is particularly well
suited for TUI design. Using low-
tech prototypes lets you quickly and
inexpensively test many of the more

important aspects of TUI design—those
surrounding integration with the physi-
cal context of use. You can also perform
in-depth studies of single ideas and test
several ideas that explore different aspects
of the design space. Our initial prototypes
invalidated our ideas about how TUIs
might be useful. This alone revealed the
value of iterative low-tech prototyping by
letting us explore the application space
before committing too much effort to
software or hardware development.

Successful iterative prototyping using
user-centered design involves tackling
design issues in a wide area of user expe-
rience beyond the software and hard-
ware’s appearance and functionality.
Prolonged periods of iterative design
help the application designer understand
the users, determine an application’s best
use, and identify a suitable use environ-
ment. Knowing how the technology fits
into the larger social environment—in
our case, the lessons—is what renders
the technology invisible. We hope our
experiences in shaping both the tech-
nology and the social context help oth-
ers understand how to develop ubiqui-
tous computing technology for a broad
range of application spheres.
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